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Abstract
We give an eective criterion, using oriented graphs, to decide whether a morphic word on a
nite alphabet is (eectively) almost-periodic. We show that a word W obtained as xed point
of a morphism ' is almost-periodic if and only if either no growing factor occurs innitely
often in W or if the set of non-growing factors of W is nite and the graph of the incidence
relation induced by the morphism on the  + 2 factors is strongly connected (where  is the
maximum of the lengths of the non-growing factors of W ). We also show that the problem of
the niteness of the set of non-growing factors of W is decidable. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pansiot showed in [5] that it is decidable whether an innite word generated by
an iterated morphism is ultimately periodic or not. We have recently shown [4] the
decidability of the problem of knowing whether an innite word obtaifed as xed point
of an expanding morphism is (eectively) almost-periodic (as dened in [6]). In this
paper, we improve this result by giving an algorithm to decide the same question for
words generated by any kind of morphism, including erasing ones.
We start by giving some denitions in Section 2.
In Section 3, we show that, given a word W generated as xed point on u0 of some
morphism ', the question whether W is (eectively) almost-periodic can be reduced
to the same one for a word generated by a non-erasing morphism. So, without loss of
generality, we suppose that ' is non-erasing.
In Section 4, we show how to relate the almost-periodicity of W to some graph
associated to '. If no growing letter occurs innitely often in W , then W is ultimately
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periodic, so also almost-periodic, and we do not have to worry about it. Otherwise, a
necessary condition for W to be almost-periodic is to have nitely many non-growing
factors. In this case, we let  be the maximum of the lengths of the non-growing
factors of W , and we show that W is (eectively) almost-periodic if and only if the
`incidence graph' induced by ' on the words of length  + 2 is strongly connected
(see Theorem 4.3).
We complete the algorithm in Section 5 by showing that the existence of  as well
as computing its value are decidable problems.
Finally, in Section 6, we illustrate the need for the choice of .
2. A few denitions and notations
Denition 2.1. Let  be a nite alphabet. We denote by  the set of nite words
on , including the empty word , and by + the set of non-empty words on . The
set ! is the set of innite words on .
The set  gets a structure of monoid with the operation of concatenation `'.
We extend the denition of the concatenation as a function  ! ! ! sending
a nite word u and an innite word V on their concatenation v  V .
A word of length n2N is called an n-word.
If a word u occurs in another word v, i.e. if v= x  u  y for some words x; y on ,
x being nite, then u is said to be a factor of v. Moreover, if x = , then u is said to
be a prex factor of v.
Denition 2.2. An innite word W 2 ! is almost-periodic if, for any nite word
u2 , there exists a natural number , called an almost-period of u in W , such that
 either the only occurrences of u in W are in the prex factor of W of length ,
 or u occurs in any factor of W of length .
Moreover, if there exists an algorithm giving  as a function of u, then W is said
to be eectively almost-periodic.
Remark 2.3. The notion of `almost-periodicity' is the same as that used by Semenov
[6]. For some authors, `almost-periodic' means `uniformly reccurent', i.e. reccurent
(any factors occurs innitely often) with bounded gaps (Semenov's notion of almost-
periodicity). In other words, this corresponds to replacing the rst condition of
Denition 2.2 by `either u is not a factor of W '. We use Semenov's terminology
to be consistent with [6, 3, 4].
Denition 2.4. A morphism from  to 0 is an application ' :  ! 0 such that
8u; v2 ; '(u  v)='(u)  '(v). Note that some letters may be sent on the empty
word .
An (endo)morphism on  is a morphism from  to . In the remainder of this
paper, we shall always write `morphism' instead of `endomorphism'.
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Denition 2.5. A morphism ' :  !  is said to be non-erasing if no letter is sent
on the empty word . It is said to be expanding if the length of the image of any
letter is at least 2.
Denition 2.6. Let ' be a non-erasing morphism on . Suppose that for some word
u0 2 +, '(u0)2 u0  +. Then ' generates an innite word on u0, called the xed
point of ' on u0:
'!(u0)= lim
i!1
('i(u0)):
For each i>0, we dene '0i(u0) to be the word w2  such that 'i(u0)='i−1(u0)
w, and we set '00(u0)= u0. Then clearly W ='!(u0)='00(u0)  '01(u0)  '02(u0)   .
Notice that u0  '01(u0)='(u0) and that '0i(u0)='('0i−1(u0)) for all i>1.
Remark 2.7. If ' is an erasing morphism on  and u0 2 + satises '(u0)2 u0 +,
then '!(u0) still exists but may not be innite. From here, we only consider innite
xed points of morphisms.
Denition 2.8. Let ' be a morphism on  with xed point on u0. For any n2N, we
dene the following sets:
 Vn is the set of all the n-factors of '!(u0).
 Fn and In are the sets of n-words occurring nitely and innitely often in '!(u0).
 V = Sn Vn, F = Sn Fn, I = Sn In.
 If ' is non-erasing, we dene Gn=(Vn; Rn) as the oriented graph whose vertices are
the elements of Vn, and in which the adjacency relation RnVn  Vn is dened by
(u; v)2Rn , v is a factor of '(u):
Lemma 2.9. For any n2N; we may eectively nd the sets Vn; Fn and In.
Indeed; we show in [4] that
Vn=Factn('jj
n
(u0)) and In=Factn
 Q
jjn6i62j jn
'0i(u0)
!
:
These sets may also be found `visually' from the graph Gn.
Denition 2.10. Let G=(V; R) be an oriented graph. Given a subset AV , GA de-
notes the graph (A; R \ A A) called the restriction of G to A.
The graph G=(V; R) is strongly connected if for any a; b2V , there exists a path
from a to b.
We dene the index of a graph to be the greatest common divisor of the lengths of
its cycles.
Denition 2.11. Let ' be a given morphism. We say that a word w2  is growing if
limi!1
'i(w) =1, otherwise we say it is non-growing (some authors say bounded,
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see for instance [5]). For any n2N, we split Vn into the subsets V gn and V bn according
to that property, and similarly In; Fn into I
g
n ; I bn ; F
g
n and Fbn .
Lemma 2.12. It is immediate to show that for any n; an n-word is growing if and
only if it contains a growing letter; and that the image by ' of a growing n-word
contains a growing letter. As a consequence; if Ig1 is not empty and ' is non-erasing;
then the graph GnIgn
must contain a cycle for any n.
Also, an element of I1 is in I
g
1 if and only if it leads to an element lying on a cycle
of G1 and whose image by ' is of length at least 2. As a consequence, I
g
1 and I
b
1 may
also be found eectively from the graph G1, as well as I
g
n and I bn for any n.
3. Morphic images of almost-periodic words
In this section, we show that the almost-periodicity is preserved by morphisms. We
deduce from it that we can reduce our attention to innite words generated by non-
erasing morphisms.
Lemma 3.1. Let ; 0 be two nite alphabets. Let W be an innite word on  and
let  :  ! 0 be a morphism; not necessarily non-erasing. Suppose that  (W ) is
an innite word.
If W is almost-periodic; then so is  (W ).
Moreover; if W is eectively almost-periodic; then so is  (W ).
Proof. Let u be a factor of  (W ). Since  (W ) is innite, there are letters occurring
innitely often in W that are not erased by  . So, due to the almost-periodicity of W ,
there is a bound, say , on the length of the factors of W that are erased by  . Thus
u has nitely many pre-images, of length at most juj+ ju+1j . Note that  can be
found eectively if W is eectively almost-periodic.
The (eective) almost-periodicity of u in  (W ) is a consequence of that of its
pre-images in W . Indeed, if S is the set pre-images of u, and  is a bound on the
almost-periods of the elements of S in W , then
max
v2 
j (v)j
is an almost period for u in  (W ).
Lemma 3.2. Let ' :  !  be an erasing morphism. Suppose that ' generates
an innite word W as xed point on u0 2 . Then there exist an alphabet 0 with
j0j<jj and three morphisms  :  ! 0;  : 0 ! 0 and  : 0 !  such
that  is non-erasing and generates an innite word W 0 satisfying
W 0= (W ) and W = (W 0):
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Proof. Let  = fa0; : : : ; ang and suppose that at least one symbol of  is erased
by '.
Let 0 be the set fw0; : : : ; wngnfg, where wi='(ai), i=0; : : : ; n. The symbols of
the alphabet 0 are thus words of . Of course, j0 j<j j.
We dene  :  ! 0 : ai 7!'(ai) for i=0; : : : ; n. Similarly, we dene  : 0 !
 :wi 7!wi. Notice that  is not the identidy map since it sends symbols on words.
We extend  and  as morphisms on  and 0.
Finally, we dene  as the application 0 ! 0 given by
 =   :
Then, by construction, '=    and  generates a xed point W 0 on (u0)2 0
with W 0= (W ) and W = (W 0).
If  is non-erasing, then we are nished. Otherwise, notice that  might erase even
more letters than ' (for instance, if '(un)=  and '(un−2)='(un−1)= un). Neverthe-
less, we can inductively apply the above procedure, and it will eventually stop since
0 contains strictly less symbol than : the number of erased symbols will eventually
decrease to zero. Then it suces to compose the sequences of 's and 's, and to
consider the last  of this induction.
Corollary 3.3. Let ' be an erasing morphism with innite xed point W on u0. Let
; ;  and W 0 be as in Lemma 3.2, in particular;  is non-erasing. Since W = (W 0)
and W 0= (W ); Lemma 3.1 implies that W is (eectively) almost-periodic if and only
if W 0 is. It is then sucient to give a criterion for non-erasing morphisms.
4. An almost-periodicity criterion for non-erasing morphisms
This section contains two results, including the main result of this paper.
In the rst one, we show an important lemma on the graphs associated to the non-
erasing morphism ' when '!(u0) contains nitely many non-growing factors (or equiv-
alently, when the length of the non-growing factors is bounded).
In the second one, we give the criterion for '!(u0) to be almost-periodic when ' is
non-erasing. Combined with the result of the next section, this will lead to the decision
algorithm.
Lemma 4.1. Let W ='!(u0) be an innite word obtained as xed point on u0 of
a non-erasing morphism '; and suppose that I g1 6= ;. Suppose also that W has
only nitely many non-growing factors. Let = maxfjuj s.t. u2V bg. If the graph
G+2I+2 is strongly connected; then its index is 1.
Proof. First of all, note that the choice of  implies that for any n>, Vn=V
g
n , i.e.
any n-factor of W is growing.
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For a contradiction, suppose that p is a prime factor of the index of G+2I+2 . We
dene an equivalence relation on the vertices of G+2I+2 in the following way: we say
that two vertices are in the same equivalence class if and only if the length of any
path between them is a multiple of p. We get a partition of I+2 into p non-empty
subsets, say J1; : : : ; Jp and these can be `cyclically ordered' according to the relation
R+2:
R+2 J1  J2 [    [ Jp−1  Jp [ Jp  J1: (1)
Now, let a2 I g1 . There exists a  + 2-word u containing a, say in Ji. We rst
want to show that all the  + 2-words containing a have to be in the same Ji.
Since a is a growing letter, j'n(a)j> + 2 for some n. Because of (1), all the
 + 2-factors of 'n(a) must be in Ji+n (the indices have to be considered modp).
If a  + 2-word of Jj also contains a for some i 6= j, then the  + 2-factors
of 'n(a) should also be in Jj+n 6= Ji+n which is impossible since the J 's form a
partition.
Since all the + 2-words containing a given growing letter have to be in the same
equivalence class, we are able to split the set I g1 into p subsets K1; : : : ; Kp such that
for each i=1; : : : ; p,
Ji(I b1 [ Ki)+2: (2)
Each Ki is non-empty since the  + 2-words of Ji are growing and thus contain at
least one letter of I g1 .
As all the letters of the Ki's occur innitely often in W , there are factors of the
form aub where a; b are two growing letters of dierent Ki's and u is a non-growing
word. Due to the choice of , the word aub is of length at most  + 2, and should
be a factor of an element of some Ji. But this is impossible by (2).
Remark 4.2. The choice of  is the best possible to ensure the validity of
Lemma 4.1. An example of strongly connected graph whose index is not 1 is given in
Example 6.1.
Here is the main result of this paper:
Theorem 4.3. An innite word W ='!(u0) obtained as xed point on u0 of a non-
erasing morphism ' is (eectively) almost-periodic if and only if either I g1 = ; or the
following two conditions are satised:
1. W has nitely many non-growing factors (so we set = maxfjuj s.t. u2V bg as
in Lemma 4.1),
2. the graph G+2I+2 is strongly connected.
Proof. Let us suppose that I g1 6= ;. The rst condition is clearly necessary, since
there must be an almost-period for the elements of I g1 . Suppose that the second con-
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dition is not fullled, whereas the rst is (so  is dened and I+2 = I
g
+2). Then
there exist two words x; y2 I+2 such that y does not occur in any of '(x); '2(x);
'3(x); : : : These words all occur in W and are of increasing length since x is growing.
As a consequence, there cannot be an almost period for y in W .
Now, we show suciency.
Clearly, if I g1 = ;, then the word '01(u0) is non-growing. The sequence of words
'01(u0); '('01(u0))='02(u0); '2('01(u0))='03(u0); : : : contains nitely many dierent
elements. Since each element of this sequence depends only on the previous one, this
sequence is ultimately periodic. Then W is also ultimately periodic, and is thus almost-
periodic.
So, suppose that I g1 6= ; and let = maxfjuj s:t: u2Vbg. We prove the almost-
periodicity of W ='!(u0) by induction of the length of the searched words, starting
the induction with the + 2-words.
For a word v2F+2, v cannot occur in '0k(u0) for any k>jj+2. Thus 1 =
j'jj+2(u0)j is an almost-period for v (see [4]).
Now we consider the words of I+2. We suppose that the graph G+2I+2 is strongly
connected. Lemma 4.1 shows that its index is 1. So there exists an m62jI+2j such
that Rm+2I+2
= I+2  I+2 (see [4] or [2]). This means that any word of I+2 occurs
in the image by 'm of any other word of I+2. Let 2 = maxfj'm(v)j s:t: v2 I+2g.
After the 1 rst symbols, the word W is made of concatenations of images by 'm of
elements of I+2. Owing to the choice of m, we are sure that any factor of length 2
contains every word of I+2. As a consequence, = maxf1; 22g is an almost-period
for the elements of I+2.
We complete the proof by showing that the almost-periodicity of the m-words
(m>+ 2) implies that of the m+ 1-words. (It is obvious that the almost-periodicity
of the + 2-words implies that of the words of smaller length.)
 As before, if u2Fm+1, then it may only occur in 'jjm+1(u0), and j'jjm+1(u0)j is an
almost-period for it.
 Otherwise, by denition of , the word u2 Im+1 must contain (at least) one growing
letter not on its borders. Since ' is non-erasing, for any growing word x, jxj<j'n(x)j
for some n6jI g1 j. This implies that there exists a u0 2 I such that ju0j < juj and u
is a factor of 'n(u0) for some n6jI g1 j (otherwise, u could not contain a grow-
ing letter not on its borders). We may nd an almost-period  for u0 in '!(u0).
Then,
u0 occurs in any factor of W of length
'(u0) occurs in any factor of W of length maxfj'(x)j s.t. x2 Ig
        
'n(u0) occurs in any factor of W of length maxfj'n(x)j s.t. x2 Ig.
As a consequence, maxfj'n(x)j s.t. x2 Ig is an almost-period for u.
Note that if we know , every set and every bound used in this proof can be
computed eectively. We conclude that '!(u0) is then eectively almost-periodic. We
show how to compute  in the next section.
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5. A criterion for having nitely many non-growing factors in the xed point
of a non-erasing morphism
In this section, we give a criterion to decide whether there are nitely or innitely
many non-growing factors in the word generated by a non-erasing morphism. We also
show how to compute = maxfjuj s.t. u2V bg.
Denition 5.1. We dene Firstg : I g1 ! I g1 (resp. Lastg : I g1 ! I g1 ) to be the function
that sends a letter x2 I g1 on the rst (resp. the last) growing letter of '(x).
Remark that the functions Firstg and Lastg are total functions on a nite set. As a
consequence, their graphs contain a cycle.
Lemma 5.2. Let W ='!(u0) be the innite word obtained as xed point on u0 of a
non-erasing morphism '; and suppose that I g1 6= ;. Then there are only nitely many
non-growing words if and only if ' satises the following conditions:
 for any x on a cycle of the graph of Firstg; '(x)2 I g1  (I1);
 and similarly; for any y on a cycle of the graph of Lastg; '(y)2 (I1)  I g1 .
Proof. We rst show necessity.
Suppose that there exists an x2 I g1 such that x is on a cycle of the graph of Firstg
and such that '(x) begins with a non-empty non-growing word v0 (the case with Lastg
is similar). There exists an m<jI g1 j such that x is the rst growing letter of 'm(x).
Since ' is non-erasing, 'm(x)2 v1  x  (I1) for some v1 2 (I b1 ), v1 6= . Now, for any
i>1, 'im(x)= vi x (I1), where vi 2 (I b1 ) is of length at least i jv1j. As a consequence,
'!(u0) contains larger and larger non-growing words.
Now, we show suciency.
Let v= aub be a factor of W , where a; b are two growing letters and u is a non-
growing word (u may be empty). We show that there exists a bound on the length of
u using an induction argument.
The word v is necessarily (at least) one of the following:
 a factor of '(u0),
 a factor of '(x) for some growing letter x,
 a factor of '(v0) for some v0= a0u0b0 where a0; b0; u0 are like a; b; u with a=
Lastg(a0), b=Firstg(b0) and u is the `linking' factor of '(v0) as in Fig. 1.
The rst two cases are the beginning of the induction. Since there are only nitely
many such words v, it is possible to nd a bound on the length of the corresponding
u0s.
So we consider the last possible case for v. As v is obtained after nitely many
iterations of ' on u0, there is a nite sequence of words v1 = a1u1b1; : : : ; vn= anunbn= v
such that v1 satises one of the rst two cases (so v1 does not need to be factor of u0),
and such that for i=1; : : : ; n−1, vi+1 occurs in '(vi) as in the third case. It is clear that
for a given n, there are only nitely many possible un's and we may eectively compute
all of them. But we need a bound on the length of the un's that is independent to n.
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Fig. 1. The third induction case for v.
Let us look closer at the sequence of growing letters a1; : : : ; an. For i>jV g1 j, the
letter ai must lie on a cycle of the graph of Lastg. The hypothesis implies that for all
k>jV g1 j, the word '(ak) ends with a growing letter. The same reasoning with Firstg
shows that for all k>jV g1 j, the word '(bk) starts with a growing letter. So for any
k>jV g1 j, we have uk ='(uk−1)=    ='k−jV
g
1 j(ujV g1 j).
By denition, each of the nitely many words ujV g1 j is non-growing. We may nd
a uniform bound on the length of their iterated images, which is thus a bound on the
length of the un′s for any n. This ends the proof of the lemma.
Remark 5.3. As we eectively know the set V bn for any n, the value of = maxfjuj
s.t. u2V bg can be eectively computed. Indeed, it suces to decide whether it exists
or not by Lemma 5.2 and if it exists, to compute V bi for i=2; 3; : : : until V
b
i = ;.
Corollary 5.4. It is now clear that; given any morphism ' : !  generating an
innite word W as xed point on u0 2 the almost-periodicity of W is a decidable
problem.
Indeed, it suces to eectively compute a non-erasing morphism  :0 ! 0
corresponding to ' as in Lemma 3.2. We apply Lemma 5.2 to decide whether W 0=  !
((u0)) admits a bound on the length of its non-growing factors and if this is the case,
to compute it. Finally, we apply Theorem 4.3 to decide whether  !((W )) is eectively
almost-periodic. Corollary 3.3 asserts that this is a necessary and sucient condition
for W to be eectively almost-periodic as well.
Remark 5.5. If ' is an expanding morphism, that is, if every letter has an image of
length at least 2 then we get exactly the same characterization as in [4]: condition 1
of Theorem 4.3 is trivially satised, =0, and condition 2 consists in requiring the
strong connectedness of G2I2 .
6. A few examples
We rst show that Lemma 4.1 fails if we replace  by a lower value.
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Fig. 2.  cannot be lowered in Lemma 4.1.
Example 6.1. Let ' be the morphism dened on = f0; 1; 2; 3g by
' :
8>><
>>:
0 ! 013;
1 ! 2;
2 ! 131;
3 ! 3:
We consider the xed point of ' on 0. We have V b = f3g and so =1 The 2-graph
and the functions Firstg and Lastg associated to '!(0) are those of Fig. 2. G2I2 is
strongly connected, but its index is 2. The graph G3I3 is not strongly connected (there
is no path from `131' to `132'). The generated word is not almost-periodic. (Basically,
`31' is sent to `32' and `32' is sent to `3131' which results in exponentially long gaps
between 2's.)
Now, we show that we cannot deduce the almost-periodicity of the ( + 2)-words
from that of smaller words, i.e. we have to start the induction of Theorem 4.3 with
the (+ 2)-words.
Example 6.2. Let ' be the morphism dened on = f0; 1; 2; 3g by
' :
8>><
>>:
0 ! 021;
1 ! 1;
2 ! 21312;
3 ! 31213:
We consider the xed point of ' on 0. Now, V b = f1g so that =1. The 2- and
3-graphs and the functions Firstg and Lastg associated to '!(0) are those of Fig. 3.
The rst condition of Theorem 4.3 is fullled, G2I2 is strongly connected and its index
is 1 but G3I3 is not strongly connected. There is an almost-period for all the 2-words,
but not for the word `212'. Notice that if we replace the symbol `1' by a word `1    1| {z }
n times
'
everywhere in the denition of ', then = n, Gn+1In+1 is strongly connected and its
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Fig. 3. Conditions 2 of Theorem 4.3 cannot be restricted to GnIn for an n< + 2.
index is 1, but Gn+2In+2 is not. There are almost-periods for all the m-words when
m<n+ 2, but not for the word `2 1    1| {z }
n times
2'.
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